
 

Saint Gobain Construction Products Ireland Ltd is national leader in the supply of plaster and plasterboard, 

serving the Irish market since its formation in 1936. Saint Gobain Construction Products is part of the Saint 

Gobain Group, a French company that is over 350 years old. The group has representation in over 75 countries 

with over 166,000 employees worldwide. 

Our commitment is guided by our purpose, “MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER HOME”. 

Together with and for our customers, we design, manufacture and distribute materials and solutions that have 

a positive impact on everyone’s life and provide well-being, quality of life and performance, while caring for the 

planet. 

We are currently recruiting for the position of  

Technical Advisor Dublin Office 

An exciting opportunity has presented itself within our Technical Team in a desk based hybrid office/home role. This 

position affords the right person an opportunity to join a progressive and dynamic team working with highly reputable 

GYPROC and ISOVER brands. 

The Technical Advisor will provide construction professionals and internal Saint Gobain Team with technical support 

regarding our products and systems and expertise in the areas of Building Physics, Fire, Acoustics and Energy Efficiency 

within the correct guidelines and standards of Saint Gobain. They will support the development and maintenance of our 

systems libraries. 

This role will ultimately support our Company’s vision “To be the most trusted, respected and valued building materials 

partner on the island of Ireland” and the Saint-Gobain purpose of “Making the World a Better Home”. 

The successful candidate will have a relevant construction professional qualification with proficient skills in MS Office. 
They must have suitable technical knowledge and demonstrable strong analytical skills and critical thinking. 

 
Saint Gobain will grow and develop this individual into an expert in the field of Fire, Acoustics, Energy Efficiency and 

Compliance. 

Does this sound like a role you see yourself in? If so, please contact us! 

A full job description for this role is available by contacting rosemarie.fox@saint-gobain.com. Interested 

candidates should apply with their CVs to the above email address. 
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